Decision Day: Get Focused, Get Moving, Get Results

SEPT. 14, 2016  
8:30 A.M.—4:30 P.M.

Decisions are the building blocks of your career, your team and your company. Success results from stacking those blocks faster and more strategically than your competition. It really is that simple. That’s why 88 percent of managers who excel at two skills — strategic thinking and decisive action — are among the top 10 percent of the highest-performing leaders across all industries and job levels. The Think Strategically & Act Decisively learning system builds fast-moving, high-performing teams with a revolutionary new approach to aligning teams with the company’s strategic focus, and empowering them to confidently make all decisions — from strategic planning and employee management decisions down to daily customer and resource allocation decisions — faster and more strategically.

This program will help leaders:

- Get aligned quicker, execute faster and get results sooner
- Discover how to decisively execute your strategy every day by applying the simple Know-Think-Do framework
- Provide insight that stimulates the confidence participants need to get results faster than ever before
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Nick Tasler is the internationally acclaimed decision expert and best-selling author of The Impulse Factor (Simon & Schuster, 2009). As a highly sought-after speaker, coach and consultant, he inspires leaders across the globe to achieve their highest potential by learning to think more strategically and act more decisively. His books have been translated into multiple foreign languages and sold in more than 30 countries. Tasler is a frequent guest lecturer at the Wharton School, a management columnist for Bloomberg Businessweek and the Strategic Thinking blogger for Psychology Today. He holds a master’s and a bachelor’s degree in organizational psychology and lives with his wife and three sons in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Fort Myers, Florida.